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Abstract 13 

A challenge in the clinical adoption of cell-free DNA (cfDNA) liquid biopsies for cancer 14 

care is their high cost compared to potential reimbursement. The most common approach 15 

used in liquid biopsies to achieve high specificity detection of circulating tumor DNA 16 

(ctDNA) among a large background of normal cfDNA is to attach molecular barcodes to 17 

each DNA template, amplify it, and then sequence it many times to reach a low-error 18 

consensus. In applications where the highest possible specificity is required, error rate can 19 

be lowered further by independently detecting the sequences of both strands of the starting 20 

cfDNA. While effective in error reduction, the additional sequencing redundancy required 21 

by such barcoding methods can increase the cost of sequencing up to 100-fold over 22 

standard next-generation sequencing (NGS) of equivalent depth. 23 

We present a novel library construction and analysis method for NGS that achieves 24 

comparable performance to the best barcoding methods, but without the increase in 25 

sequencing and subsequent sequencing cost. Named Proximity-Sequencing (Pro-Seq), the 26 

method merges multiple copies of each template into a single sequencing read by 27 

physically linking the molecular copies so they seed a single sequencing cluster. Since 28 

multiple DNA copies of the same template are compared for consensus within the same 29 

cluster, sequencing accuracy is improved without the use of redundant reads.  Additionally, 30 

it is possible to represent both senses of the starting duplex in a single cluster. The resulting 31 

workflow is simple, and can be completed by a single technician in a work day with 32 

minimal hands on time. 33 

Using both cfDNA and cell line DNA, we report the average per-mutation detection 34 

threshold and per-base analytical specificity to be 0.003% and >99.9997% respectively, 35 

demonstrating that Pro-Seq is among the highest performing liquid biopsy technologies in 36 

terms of both sensitivity and specificity, but with greatly reduced sequencing costs 37 

compared to existing methods of comparable accuracy.   38 
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Introduction 50 

The ability to detect rare DNA variants in a background of healthy DNA using next 51 

generation sequencing (NGS) has enormous potential to impact diagnostics in oncology, 52 

and prenatal testing. In cancer diagnostics, the detection of circulating tumor DNA 53 

(ctDNA) among cell-free DNA (cfDNA) in peripheral blood has enabled non-invasive 54 

detection and profiling of many types of cancers [1-4]. These “liquid biopsies” have been 55 

shown to provide actionable information in a significant fraction of patient cases [1, 4]. 56 

Initially, the promise of liquid biopsies was limited technically by the relatively high error 57 

rate of NGS systems, as true ctDNA mutations were obscured by inherent errors in DNA 58 

library preparation and sequencing. Modern NGS systems typically produce errors at a per-59 

base rate of 10-2 to 10-3 [5-7], while clinically relevant mutations have been shown to be at 60 

or below that level [1, 8], making many true variants undetectable. A number of barcode-61 

based (or UMI-based: Unique Molecular Identifier) error correction strategies have been 62 

developed in recent years [4, 9-23] but most of these methods increase the amount of 63 

sequencing required per sample. As the technical challenges of liquid biopsy assays are 64 

overcome, a major challenge remaining for broad clinical adoption of liquid biopsies is the 65 

increased cost associated with sequencing redundancy per sample [1]. Additionally, 66 

implementation of error correction has increased assay complexity and workflow time, to 67 

multiple days in many cases, introducing additional logistical barriers to clinical adoption. 68 

In general, barcoding methods work by uniquely labeling (barcoding) a starting nucleic 69 

acid molecule (either by ligation or PCR), targeting the analysis to a specific genomic 70 

region of interest through target capture or further PCR, and then making redundant PCR 71 

copies of each target (Fig 1A). The amplified pool of redundant copies is sequenced, after 72 

which reads are grouped in silico into “families” based on their unique labels. Since each 73 

label represents a unique starting molecule, a consensus sequence can be determined for 74 

each read family, assuming sufficient copies are present. The typical average number of 75 

copies, or reads, per family required to make a consensus is around 20 [18, 24], which 76 

represents the fold-increase in sequencing required to achieve low error rate. For example, 77 

if a sequencing depth (or coverage) of 10,000 unique targets or genomes is desired for low 78 

frequency mutation detection, a total of 200,000 fold ‘depth’ is required when barcoding 79 
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redundancy is included. Combining barcoding with in silico ‘polishing’, these techniques 80 

can reduce the per-base error rate to 10-5 errors per base [18].  81 

 82 

Fig 1. Barcoding vs. Pro-Seq. (A) Common molecular barcoding/UMI methods involve 83 

uniquely labeling each DNA molecule with a molecular identifier or barcode. Many copies 84 

of each barcoded molecule are sequenced, and reads from individual fragments are 85 

collected in software. True variants should be common to every read, while errors should 86 

only occur in a smaller fraction of the reads. 20 or more reads are often required to generate 87 

a software consensus for a single low-error read. (B) Pro-Seq physically links copies of the 88 

same starting fragment into a single complex. Each complex is then sequenced in a single 89 

cluster, producing a high-fidelity read without redundancy. 90 

 91 

Further reduction in error rate has been achieved through a method called ‘duplex 92 

sequencing’ [11]. This method is similar to the barcoding scheme described above, except 93 

that starting molecules are labeled with barcodes through ligation in such a way that both 94 

senses of the starting molecule can be collapsed into a single barcode family, requiring true 95 

variants to be present on both senses of the starting duplex. Duplex sequencing has been 96 
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shown to reduce errors to below 10-6 errors per base [25] and has the powerful ability to 97 

detect and reject DNA damage and rare sources of errors such as “jackpot mutations” 98 

(errors in the first cycle of PCR), which are not generally corrected in single-stranded 99 

barcoding. This is especially useful when working with potentially damaged DNA such as 100 

FFPE [26], or looking for very rare mutations in early cancer detection [1]. This 101 

performance comes at a cost however, as the average duplex family size can be greater 102 

than 100 [25], which correlates to a 100 fold-increase in the number of sequencing reads 103 

required per sample compared to regular NGS. Additionally, barcoding methods typically 104 

suffer from increased PCR bias and workflow complexities due to the presence of barcodes 105 

[13], further limiting clinical deployment. Several whole-genome barcoding methods also 106 

exist [27, 28], but remain exceptionally expensive unless coverage is very low (~1x). 107 

At least one technology has attempted to reduce the sequencing required for barcoding 108 

methods while retaining low error rate. Circle sequencing [13] uses a rolling circle 109 

approach to make concatenated copies of each starting molecule that can be read in single 110 

sequencer cluster. Correcting for DNA damage by chemical means, they have 111 

demonstrated per-base error rates down to ~10-6.  While sequencing usage is reduced 112 

compared to conventional barcoding, there are still several limitations of this method.  113 

A practical limitation is the read length required to read more than two template copies in 114 

the concatenated template structure, which limits the error rate achievable. Since cell free 115 

DNA (cfDNA) is on average ~170bp [29], it is only practically possible to read the single 116 

copies on each end of the concatenated template with a paired-end sequencing strategy, 117 

such as is available on Illumina platforms. Also, long concatenated templates are known 118 

by the manufacturer to inhibit cluster generation, reducing usable sequencing clusters. 119 

Additionally, in its current form, the technique is not able to create concatenated duplex 120 

reads, thus requiring extra sequencing if duplex information is desired. 121 

We have developed Proximity Sequencing (Pro-Seq), a library preparation method that 122 

solves these challenges by physically merging both senses of read families into a single 123 

cluster and using the sequencer to generate a family consensus, thus eliminating the use of 124 

barcodes and redundant reads (Fig 1B). Here we describe the Pro-Seq method, report the 125 

analytical characterization of the assay and demonstrate its utility for high accuracy liquid 126 
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biopsy with significantly reduced sequencing requirements, and a simple, one day 127 

workflow. 128 

Proximity Sequencing (Pro-Seq) Method 129 

The Pro-Seq method is illustrated for an Illumina® sequencer in Fig 1B and Fig 2, and is 130 

conceptually applicable to other sequencing-by-synthesis platforms as well. In its general 131 

form, the method involves linking multiple copies of a single DNA template at the 5’ end 132 

early in the workflow so that the sequences of all molecules in a linked complex are 133 

nominally the same, with the exception of any errors made in their derivation from the 134 

parent strand. The linking is arranged in such a way that both senses of the starting template 135 

can be represented in a single linked complex, providing duplex information. 136 

 137 

Fig 2. Pro-Seq sequencing. (A) Linked molecules are bound to the flow cell in close 138 

proximity to each other and form a single cluster as the size scale of the linker is much 139 

smaller than the size of a cluster. Following standard cluster generation, the bound 140 

fragments are extended and the linked template washed off (they do not interfere with flow 141 

cell function). After extension, bridge amplification proceeds as normal, with each cluster 142 

represented by multiple copies of the same starting molecule. (B) Clusters are sequenced, 143 

automatically generating an average or consensus of each base position, eliminating errors 144 
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that occur as a small fraction of a cluster. In the case where the error signal is of similar 145 

scale to the true signal, error positions can be identified as mixed bases and masked (‘M’). 146 

 147 

The linked complex is then sequenced directly so that the multiple linked copies seed a 148 

single sequencing cluster/colony (Fig 2). Cluster generation proceeds as usual, except that 149 

a single cluster now represents the aggregation of multiple redundant members of a family, 150 

instead of a single molecule. As sequencing proceeds, errors that are low abundance within 151 

an individual cluster are suppressed automatically by the sequencer’s basecaller. After 152 

sequencing, additional error bases are identified in silico by a drop in relative fluorescence 153 

(fQ), and subsequently masked (Fig 3). The outcome is a collapsing of multiple reads from 154 

a single starting template into a single cluster, increasing the accuracy of each cluster on 155 

the sequencer rather than requiring many clusters to achieve the same result. Depending on 156 

the application, it is also possible to integrate unique molecular identifiers for counting 157 

purposes, ensuring accurate quantification of sequenced molecules. We have developed 158 

both targeted and whole genome workflows based on this concept, but the targeted 159 

approach is the focus of this manuscript. Whole Genome Pro-Seq is described in S1 Fig. 160 

 161 

Fig 3. Pro-Seq error identification. In many cases, errors are corrected automatically on 162 

the sequencer as they represent a minority sequence compared to the dominant base within 163 

a cluster, and are ignored or not detected by the basecaller. To check for errors (mixed 164 

bases) that are of similar frequency to the correct base, the relative fluorescence (fQ) is 165 

calculated for each base in a read, in such a way that dips represent the presence of a mixed 166 

base. An adjustable threshold is used to identify dips and only the mixed base position is 167 

then masked. The rest of the read can be trusted to provide high-fidelity sequence 168 

information.   169 
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The targeted Pro-Seq workflow is outlined in Fig 4, and described in detail in the 170 

Materials and Methods. Briefly, the simple workflow consists of three main steps: droplet 171 

PCR, enzymatic cleanup and sequencing. Non-denatured dsDNA is loaded directly into 172 

droplets to retain duplex information, at a concentration that yields on average zero or 173 

one target template contained in each drop (ssDNA can also be sequenced in the same 174 

way with low error rate, but will not benefit from duplex error correction). Each droplet 175 

contains all multiplex gene specific primer sets, as well as universal linked primers with 176 

sequencing adapters. After droplets are loaded, the PCR reaction is thermally cycled to 177 

create linked molecules from each template-containing drop (effectively performing gene 178 

specific and universal PCR simultaneously). The emulsion is then broken and un-linked 179 

DNA is digested so only linked DNA remains. After quantification, the library is 180 

sequenced. The workflow is rapid, as a single technician can easily process multiple 181 

samples from extracted DNA to loaded sequencer in less than an 8-hour work day.  182 

All data presented in this paper uses a primer linking two molecules; however, constructs 183 

with up to 100 linkers have also been tested. These higher order linkers may reduce error 184 

rate further than what is reported herein.  185 

 186 
 187 
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Fig 4. Overview of the targeted Pro-Seq workflow (described in detail in the Materials 188 

and Methods). In brief, double stranded DNA is loaded directly into droplets such that on 189 

average zero or one template molecule is incorporated in each droplet. Off-target DNA (not 190 

shown in figure) is also loaded into droplets, but does not amplify. Within each droplet are 191 

multiplexed gene-specific primers, and the Pro-Seq universal 5’ PEG-linked primers. The 192 

droplets are PCR cycled such that all copies of the starting template are linked to the 193 

universal linked primers (shown in detail in S2 Fig). The emulsions are then broken, and 194 

the un-linked strands are digested and cleaned up. After quantification, the library is ready 195 

for sequencing. 196 

 197 

Results 198 

We sought to evaluate and compare the analytical specifications of Pro-Seq to existing 199 

methods in order to assess its suitability for liquid biopsy applications, as many groups 200 

have previously shown the clinical utility of liquid biopsy for given assay characteristics 201 

[1, 2, 4, 30]. In addition, as a secondary result, we characterized the background mutation 202 

frequency in cell line cfDNA standards, demonstrating that care must be taken when 203 

using this source of DNA as a standard in high sensitivity assays. 204 

Analytical specificity (or analytical true negative rate) is defined as the fraction of truly 205 

negative samples that are called negative. It can also be defined as 1 – FPR, where FPR is 206 

the False Positive Rate and in our case is defined per sample as the total number of non-207 

reference bases called (regardless of abundance) divided by total bases called. This 208 

metric was used to provide an absolute measure of assay performance (per base), and, 209 

notably, is different than many other assay performance reports which define false 210 

positive rate as the rate of inadvertently calling a mutation above a certain threshold 211 

frequency [4, 18]. 212 

The targeted Pro-Seq false positive rate (FPR) was measured using a 7-amplicon panel on 213 

wild-type plasma-derived cell-free DNA (IPLAS – K2 EDTA, Innovative Research, 214 

Novi, MI), and was found to be 2.6 x 10-6 errors per base (n = 12, SD =  1.1 x 10-6). As a 215 

reference for a larger panel, the FPR for a 19-plex Pro-Seq assay was measured to be 1.1 216 

x 10-6 errors per base (Fig 5). Only Pro-Seq error correction was used in analysis; no 217 
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‘polishing’ [18] or other in silico error reduction methods were employed, which we 218 

expect would lower the FPR further. The 7-plex FPR results in a per-base analytical 219 

specificity of 99.9997%.  220 

 221 

 222 

Fig 5. Comparative sequencing performance between amplicon sequencing with 223 

high fidelity polymerase (top) and Pro-Seq (bottom). A wild-type plasma sample was 224 

sequenced using a 19-amplicon panel with both methods, and the FPR plotted per base 225 

position. Amplicon sequencing (grey) has an average FPR of  1.2 x 10-4 errors per base, 226 

compared to Pro-Seq (green), which had an average FPR of 1.1 x 10-6 errors per base (a 227 

known SNP at panel position 237 is ignored for FPR calculations).  228 

 229 

Analytical sensitivity (or analytical true positive rate) is defined as the fraction of truly 230 

positive mutations that are detected as positive. We characterized this sensitivity in two 231 

ways. First, by measuring the molecular sensitivity, where we fixed the number of input 232 

genomes and measured our ability to detect SNV or indel-containing molecules as a 233 

function of the number of mutant copies. This was done by titrating replicates of cell line 234 

DNA with five known mutations at specific positions into plasma-derived DNA from a 235 
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healthy donor, known to be wild-type at the same positions (see Materials and Methods). 236 

Positive mutation detection was set to be above a threshold of 0.5 genomes, and the 237 

resulting data is presented in Table 1. In the lowest abundance sample, containing an 238 

average of 1.5 copies of each mutant, mutant copies were detected successfully for over 239 

70% of the theoretically accessible mutations as estimated by sampling statistics. This 240 

increased to 100% detection between 4.5 and 15 copies per mutant. 241 

 242 

Table 1.  Molecular Sensitivity Characterization.  243 

Expected Number of 

Copies per Mutant 

Expected Number 

of Mutants  

(both replicates) 

Sampling-corrected  

Number of Mutants 

Total Number of 

Mutants Detected 

Fraction of 

Mutants Detected 

(sampling corrected) 

45 10 10.0 10 100% 

15 10 10.0 10 100% 

4.5 10 9.9 7 71% 

1.5 10 7.8 6 77% 

0 0 0.0 0 0% 

For ten possible mutants split between two replicates at each copy number, a mutant was 244 

reported positive if greater than 0.5 copies was measured. The expected number of 245 

mutants was ‘corrected’ based on sampling variability (independent of assay type), using 246 

a binomial distribution probability that less than 0.5 mutants would be sampled for a 247 

given expected number of mutant copies. 248 

 249 

Second, we characterized analytical sensitivity by the detection threshold, using a metric 250 

defined in [4] as the SNV fraction at which ≥80% of SNVs were detected above wild-251 

type background. We did this by fixing the number of SNV molecules at ten, above the 252 

molecular sensitivity and sampling limits, and then by increasing the number of wild-type 253 

genomes to reduce the variant fraction. Cell line DNA carrying the same five known 254 

mutants as presented above was titrated in duplicate into increasing amounts of wild-type 255 

cell line DNA, to generate samples with the desired mutant fractions. Wild-type cell line 256 

DNA with no mutant spike was also analyzed to measure background mutation levels. 257 

The detection threshold was measured to be 0.003%, as the lowest mutant fraction with 258 

four of five mutants detected above background. 100% of mutations were detected at 259 
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0.01% mutant fraction. Wild-type cell line samples analyzed at the same depth as the 260 

0.003% replicates showed positive background detection for EGFR T790M, but the other 261 

four mutants showed no background. It is important to note, especially in the case of cell 262 

line DNA, that the EGFR mutation detected in the wild-type sample may be a real 263 

variant. The average expected vs. average measured frequency across the five mutations 264 

is shown in Fig 6, and is concordant across the tested range. 265 

 266 

 267 
Fig 6. Expected vs. Measured Mutation Frequency. The average measured mutation 268 

frequency across all five mutations is plotted against the average expected frequency, for 269 

two replicates. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean at each point, while the 270 

dashed line indicates 1:1 concordance between expected and measured values. Data is 271 

shown in S6 Table. 272 

 273 

To assess the impact of duplex information in Pro-Seq we measured the prevalence of 274 

G>T (‘G-to-T’) and subsequent C>A variants, compared to the other ten variant 275 

possibilities, for the same 12 wild-type plasma runs used to assess FPR. G>T 276 

transversions are often associated with DNA damage from sample handling or library 277 

prep [26, 31], leading to higher representation of G>T and subsequent C>A variants 278 

compared to other variants in the absence of duplex correction.  Additionally, ‘jackpot 279 

mutations’, i.e. errors that happen very early in PCR, may introduce a sequence and 280 

strand specific bias for certain mutation types, if not corrected. 281 
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The data presented in Fig 7 demonstrate comparable G>T and C>A frequency compared 282 

to common errors C>T and G>A [18, 31], suggesting damage or other errors occurring 283 

early in Pro-Seq do not dominate the false positive rate.  Also noteworthy is the fact that 284 

complementary mutation types are well balanced (ex: A>G and T>C), suggesting that 285 

both strands of the starting duplex are evenly represented [11]. The observed discrepancy 286 

between A>C and T>G mutation rates may be explained by sampling noise, since these 287 

two mutation types typically occurred zero or once during each run, possibly leading to 288 

inaccurate measurements due to few data points.  289 

 290 

 291 

 Fig 7. Average mutation rate as a function of mutation type across the 12 runs used 292 

to measure FPR. The error rate was calculated per run as the count of all non-reference 293 

calls per mutation type over total bases sequenced. Error bars represent the standard error 294 

of the mean. 295 

 296 

Pro-Seq was also characterized by how efficiently it uses the sequencer, compared to 297 

other methods. Since barcoded sequencing methods typically report the number of reads 298 

required to make a consensus for each individual input template molecule, we sought to 299 

compare Pro-Seq by this metric. Though Pro-Seq does not use consensus reads, there is a 300 

fraction of reads that are not seeded by two or more templates, and thus a measurement of 301 

the number of reads required to generate a single high fidelity read is still appropriate for 302 

comparison. Sequencing efficiency was characterized by measuring the average number 303 

of on-target reads required to achieve a single high fidelity read, as a function of the 304 

measured cfDNA error per base. This measurement was made using the workflow 305 

described in Materials and Methods, and the data is presented in Fig 8, along with 306 
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estimates made for other methods. Fewer reads per consensus corresponds proportionally 307 

to reduced sequencing cost.  308 

 309 

 310 

Fig 8. Average reads per consensus (RPC) required to represent a fixed number of 311 

input genomes, as a function of cfDNA error rate.  Pro-Seq RPC was compared to 312 

estimates of RPC for duplex and hybrid barcoding using supplementary data [18]. 313 

Sequencing efficiency for Pro-Seq was calculated as on-target bases passing all Pro-Seq 314 

filters, divided by all (unfiltered) on-target bases (n = 30 runs). Error bars represent 315 

maximum and minimum reported values for the relevant data sets. Hybrid barcoding 316 

RPC estimates are also comparable to those from [24]. 317 

 318 

While measuring the molecular sensitivity and detection threshold as described above, we 319 

also observed the average background error rate (known mutants removed) for samples 320 

containing cell line  DNA was 4.6 x 10-6 errors per base (n = 17, SD = 1.4 x 10-6), nearly 321 

two-fold higher and significantly different than the background rate of wild-type plasma 322 

presented above (p<0.001, t-test).  This measurement is consistent with common cell line 323 

production and characterization. Cell lines are typically validated only at certain mutation 324 

positions, or if broader characterization is employed, it is typically only used on parental 325 

cell line and only with low sensitivity methods (i.e. standard NGS). Cell division, on the 326 

other hand, drives mutations in uncharacterized regions that remain undetected in cursory 327 

cell line validation, and as a result can appear as false positives or background noise in 328 

more thorough assay validation. 329 

 330 
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Discussion 331 

Circulating tumor DNA liquid biopsies are being evaluated, and in some cases adopted, 332 

for a number of personalized medicine applications in oncology, such as guiding 333 

treatment selection during monitoring [1, 8], minimum residual disease detection [32] 334 

and even screening (CANDACE, ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT02808884; CCGA, 335 

ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT02889978). A lower cost assay with a simple workflow 336 

and equivalent performance compared to conventional methods could increase both 337 

clinical adoption and reimbursement for these and other applications.  338 

The measured per-base cfDNA error rate of Pro-Seq (2.6 x 10-6) is comparable to duplex 339 

barcoding of cfDNA (3 x 10-6) [18] and 10-fold better than hybrid barcoding (2 x 10-5) 340 

[18]. For Pro-Seq, this results in a per-base analytical specificity of 99.9997% which is 341 

better than 99.998% calculated for hybrid barcoding. Other methods [4] report similar 342 

specificity to Pro-Seq, but only for SNVs present at greater than 2% allele fraction, 343 

missing many clinically relevant mutations. The incorporation of duplex information in 344 

Pro-Seq also helps ensure that DNA damage or other early errors do not contribute 345 

significantly to background error rate. This results in extremely high per-base analytical 346 

specificity which enables detection of very low-level variants with high confidence, even 347 

on broad panels. We suspect the analytical error rate and specificity of Pro-Seq may be 348 

limited in part by real biological background, but may still improve further with 349 

implementation of in silico error ‘polishing’. 350 

To the best of our knowledge, the Pro-Seq per-base detection threshold of 0.003% is 351 

among the lowest reported. Other groups have reported comparable detection thresholds 352 

when looking for multiple mutations at once [18] but this metric is not as directly 353 

reflective of assay performance. Considering the practical limits of liquid biopsy assays, 354 

we note that a detection threshold of 0.003% is safely below the maximum requirements 355 

of nearly any imaginable blood-based application. A typical human blood sample will 356 

contain on the order of a few nanograms of cfDNA per milliliter of plasma, so with a 357 

detection threshold of 0.003%, the assay technical limits are not likely to limit clinical 358 

performance in blood draws up to 100 mL volume, except in rare cases of extremely high 359 

cfDNA content per milliliter of plasma. Very low detection thresholds, however, may be 360 
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important in tissue (FFPE or fresh) or other samples in cases where DNA mass is not 361 

limited and information on rare variants is desired. 362 

Similarly, near-single-molecule sensitivity suggests that Pro-Seq is able to capture 363 

mutations present in a sample at very high efficiency, which in turn indicates that Pro-364 

Seq does not suffer from the input template losses associated with barcoded duplex 365 

sequencing and other similar methods.  366 

The demonstrated analytical cfDNA performance of Pro-Seq is comparable or better than 367 

conventional barcoding methods (including duplex methods), but is achieved with 368 

significantly fewer sequencing reads (~10-fold less compared to duplex sequencing). The 369 

high reads per consensus required for duplex sequencing can at least in part be attributed 370 

to random sampling which is required to represent both senses of each starting template 371 

with sufficient redundancy to create a consensus. When sampling randomly, many other 372 

templates are sequenced unnecessarily. A less pronounced sampling effect is observed for 373 

non-duplex barcoding methods that require representation of only one sense. The 374 

sampling effect is confounded by any errors or chimeras formed within the UIDs 375 

themselves, which create isolated barcodes and requires increased sequencing [13]. Pro-376 

Seq avoids consensus read sampling by physically linking molecules, and because no 377 

barcodes are required, avoids extra sequencing associated with barcode errors.  378 

It should be pointed out that the sequencing redundancy for barcoding methods serves at 379 

least two functions.  First, it provides the necessary number of copies to call a consensus, 380 

but additionally it provides assurance that each starting molecule is represented on the 381 

sequencer, which is required for high sensitivity applications. If every read on a 382 

sequencer was low-error, redundancy would not be required, and to minimize sequencing 383 

cost each original template would ideally be sequenced only once. However, because of 384 

sampling variation, aiming for 1x coverage of each template would result in dropout of a 385 

significant fraction of molecules, reducing assay sensitivity. Therefore, for Pro-Seq, 386 

where high accuracy individual reads are generated, a small amount of redundancy is 387 

required to ensure each starting template is represented on the sequencer. Even 388 

accounting for an extra three-fold redundancy, Pro-Seq requires comparable or fewer 389 

reads than non-duplex barcoding [24], but with better performance, and still requires 390 

more than an order of magnitude fewer reads than duplex barcoding. For even modest 391 
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panel sizes, greater than 10-fold reduction in sequencing cost can result in a significant 392 

reduction in total assay cost. As panel size increases and sequencing cost becomes a 393 

larger part of the total cost, the Pro-Seq cost advantage become even more significant, on 394 

the order of 10-fold. 395 

In addition to lower cost, Pro-Seq also provides a workflow simplicity and speed 396 

advantage, which is important for clinical adoption. In contrast to other methods which 397 

require multi-day workflows for ligation, target capture and multiple PCRs (ex. [18]), or 398 

simply multiple PCRs (ex [10]), Pro-Seq requires only a single PCR followed by cleanup, 399 

and can be completed by a single technician in a single day, with less than two hours 400 

hands on time. Also, because Pro-Seq is droplet PCR-based, it is compatible with 401 

samples containing very low DNA mass (<1ng). 402 

The data presented in this work supports SNV and indel detection from cfDNA samples, 403 

but we expect Pro-Seq to be compatible with detection of copy number variation, loss of 404 

heterozygosity, and fusions, given appropriately designed amplicons. Pro-Seq should also 405 

find application beyond cfDNA liquid biopsy in assays that require high fidelity 406 

sequencing at low cost, such as tumor tissue sequencing and transplant monitoring. 407 

Currently, the limitations to Pro-Seq are the breadth of the assay and requirement of a 408 

droplet generation instrument. Work is ongoing to design broader panels, which we 409 

expect should be possible given the breadth achieved with other PCR assays [33]. The 410 

requirement for a droplet or emulsion generation instrument is not a significant 411 

contribution to the cost of the assay, even when the instrument cost is only amortized 412 

over a modest number of samples. Thus, labs that do not currently have droplet 413 

generation capabilities could integrate an instrument without committing to large 414 

numbers of clinical samples. Alternatively, protocols do exist for droplet/emulsion 415 

generation without the use of a dedicated instrument, and could be investigated in the 416 

future. Additionally, work is ongoing to generate a broad targeted assay using non-417 

droplet versions of Pro-Seq (similar to S1 Fig). Even without these improvements, we 418 

expect the Pro-Seq concept to be a powerful new technology for increasing the accuracy 419 

of next generation sequencing. 420 

Finally, the observation that wild-type cell line DNA measured in this work contains 421 

nearly two-fold higher background mutations than plasma is a powerful demonstration of 422 
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Pro-Seq and an important consideration for researchers wishing to use similar reference 423 

materials in publications or assay validation. Therefore, for assay validation on low-level 424 

mutations employing cell line DNA titrations, it is important to only trust cell line DNA 425 

sequence (including wild-type cell line) at its validated positions. 426 

 427 

Conclusions  428 

As described above, highly sensitive and specific circulating tumor DNA liquid biopsies 429 

have been shown to be useful in clinical applications. Error rates and clinical sensitivity 430 

continue to improve; however, clinical adoption and reimbursement remains limited, at 431 

least in part, by high assay costs. To our knowledge, the results presented here are the 432 

first to demonstrate a high performance, duplex, targeted cfDNA liquid biopsy at lower 433 

cost than conventional techniques. Pro-Seq is shown to have similar analytical sensitivity 434 

and specificity compared to gold-standard methods, but does so with reduced sequencer 435 

usage and a simple one day workflow. Additionally, Pro-Seq is able to provide duplex-436 

based error correction, protecting against DNA damage and other spurious errors that 437 

arise from analysis of only a single strand of the template. We expect continued 438 

development of Pro-Seq to expand its breadth as well as further reduce sequencing cost, 439 

making it an attractive clinical choice for a broad range of liquid biopsy applications 440 

where low cost is an important factor.  441 
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Materials and Methods 557 

 558 

DNA Isolation 559 

cfDNA was isolated from up to 10 mL of peripheral blood per extraction. First, the blood 560 

was centrifuged for 10 min at 2,000g and 4 ˚C, after which plasma was removed and spun 561 

again for 10 min at 2,000g and 4 ˚C. cfDNA was isolated from each sample using the 562 

QIAamp Circulating Nucleic Acid Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s 563 

instructions. DNA was eluted from the column in 0.1x IDTE (Integrated DNA 564 

Technologies (IDT)) in a two-step process. 100 μL of 0.1x IDTE was incubated in the 565 

column for 10 min, followed by a 20,000g spin for 3 min. Incubation and spin was 566 

repeated for a total elution volume of 200 μL to maximize elution yield. The full volume 567 

of DNA was further cleaned up to remove any potential inhibitors using the Monarch 568 

PCR & DNA Cleanup Kit (5 μg) (New England BioLabs (NEB)). The kit was used as per 569 

manufacturer’s instructions, except 1 mL of 2:3 binding-buffer:ethanol was added to each 570 

column in place of binding buffer alone, to improve yield. Additionally, each column was 571 

eluted in 15 μL of 0.1x TDTE. Extracted and purified DNA was then used directly for 572 

library preparation, or in cases where library preparation did not proceed within 24 hours, 573 

was frozen at -20 ˚C. 574 

Following DNA extraction, the number of human genome equivalent copies in each 575 

sample was measured using quantitative PCR. Two reference loci, COG5 and ALB, were 576 

amplified in serial 10-fold dilutions and measured in duplicate.  577 

 578 

Targeted Pro-Seq Library Workflow 579 

The desired number of genomic template copies for each sample was mixed into a 40 μL 580 

droplet reaction mix, containing final concentrations of 0.02 Units/μL of Q5® Hotstart 581 

DNA polymerase (NEB), 0.2 mM dNTP (NEB), 1x RDT Droplet Stabilizer (RainDance 582 

Technologies), 1x Q5® Reaction Buffer (NEB), 25 nM each gene specific Index 1 583 

forward primer, 25 nM each gene specific Index 2 forward primer, 50 nM each gene 584 

specific reverse primer, 400 nM universal reverse primer and 200nM of the universal 585 
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PEG-linked primer (S2 Fig). Nuclease-free water (IDT) was added to bring the final 586 

reaction volume to 40 μL. 587 

Droplets were generated on the RainDrop Source instrument (RainDance Technologies) 588 

using ThunderBolts Open Source consumables (RainDance Technologies) as per 589 

manufacturer’s specifications. Approximately 8,000,0000 droplets were generated from 590 

each 40 μL sample.   591 

Samples were then amplified on a BioRad T100 thermocycler with an initial denaturation 592 

at 98 °C for 30 s, 38 cycles at 98 °C for 10 s, 60 °C for 30 s, and 72 °C for 30 s followed 593 

by a final hold at 4 °C. Ramp rate was 1 °C/s. 594 

Droplets were then destabilized using manufacturer’s reagents and specifications 595 

(RainDance Technologies), except 62.5 μL total destabilizer was used. Following 596 

destabilization, DNA was cleaned up using the Agencourt AMPure XP Kit (Beckman 597 

Coulter) as per manufacturer’s specification, with a 0.8:1 bead to sample ratio, and eluted 598 

in 20 μL of 0.1x IDTE. 599 

Un-linked DNA was then digested enzymatically in a 50 μL reaction by mixing the 600 

eluted DNA from the previous step with 6.7 Units of T7 Exonuclease (NEB), 41.7 units 601 

of RecJf (NEB) and nuclease free water (IDT) in a 1x final concentration of NEBuffer 4 602 

(NEB). Digestion proceeded at 37 °C for 1 h, followed by a 70 °C inactivation step for 20 603 

min. Following digestion, DNA was cleaned up using the Agencourt AMPure XP Kit 604 

(Beckman Coulter) as per manufacturer’s specification, with a 1.6:1 bead to sample ratio, 605 

and eluted in 25 μL of 0.1x IDTE. After cleanup, the sample was ready for sequencing. 606 

Standard amplicon libraries were generated in the same way, but with an un-linked 607 

version of the universal PEG-linked primer, and no digestion step. 608 

 609 

Pro-Seq Panels 610 

The Pro-Seq ten-amplicon panel covers the regions described in S4 Table. The seven-611 

amplicon panel is the same but does not include TP53, GNAS or EGFR exon 19.   612 

 613 
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DNA Sequencing 614 

All sequencing for this work was performed on a MiSeq (Illumina), though Pro-Seq has 615 

also been demonstrated on the two-color MiniSeq platform (Illumina). Prior to 616 

sequencing, samples were quantified using the KAPA Library Quant Kit (KAPA 617 

Biosystems). Samples were loaded onto the MiSeq with a modified protocol as follows: 618 

18 μL of library was mixed with 2 μL of 1 N NaOH and incubated for 5 min at room 619 

temperature, and then placed on ice. The sample was then mixed with denatured PhiX (to 620 

5% of library concentration), 2 μL of 1 N HCl and diluted to 600 μL with Illumina HT1 621 

buffer (final library concentration is 5.5 pM). The resulting mix was then loaded onto the 622 

sequencer as per the manufacturer’s protocol. 623 

Custom Read 1, Index 1 and Index 2 primers were used and loaded as per manufacturer’s 624 

instructions. Read 1 was a 1:1 mix of each of Index 1 and Index 2 primers, in addition to 625 

the standard Read 1 primer. Each index read used a custom index primer along with the 626 

standard Read 1 primer. A Custom Read 2 primer was also used by adding 3.5 μL of 100 627 

μM  custom Read 2 primer into the Read 2 Primer well (MiSeq cartridge well 14). 628 

The length of Read 1 and Read 2 were configured to overlap for each amplicon, specified 629 

in the sequencer sample sheet. Custom Index 1 and Index 2 reads were utilized to verify 630 

the presence of both starting strands in each analyzed cluster (S2 Fig). To do this, the 631 

‘2Read2Index.xml’ file on the sequencer was modified to perform the Index 2 read 632 

before sequencing turnaround, and subsequently omit the dark cycles. The ‘Reads.xml’ 633 

file was modified to sequence the correct number of cycles for the Index 2 read, and the 634 

‘Chemistry.xml’ file was modified to support the Index 2 read before turnaround. 635 

To enable our custom analysis, additional data beyond the FASTQ files was collected. 636 

‘Configuration.xml’ was modified to save intensity files for each cycle, and ‘MiSeq 637 

Reporter.exe.config’ was modified to keep reads that did not pass filter, and generate 638 

FASTQ files for the index reads. A noteworthy advantage of Pro-Seq is that useful data is 639 

collected even from clusters that do not pass Illumina’s filtering schemes, further 640 

improving efficiency over other methods. 641 

 642 
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Data Processing 643 

Due to the unique nature of Pro-Seq, custom scripts were written for both SNV and indel 644 

analysis. The general analysis pipeline is outlined in S3 Fig. For SNVs, BWA-MEM was 645 

used to filter all unaligned or malformed clusters. Clusters were discarded if they did not 646 

align to the panel or the alignments did not make sense in reference to the genome. After 647 

alignment, a custom second filtering was applied for doubly-seeded (DS) clusters, 648 

eliminating clusters that only represented one of the two expected index reads (DS 649 

clusters contained the expected sequence in both index reads). Next, each doubly-seeded 650 

cluster was analyzed for the presence of mixed signal, which indicates an error that was 651 

not automatically corrected during sequencing. Mixed bases (not entire reads or clusters) 652 

were identified and masked by comparing the relative fluorescent intensities (fQ) of each 653 

nucleotide for a given cycle, read and cluster, as well as the quality score at that position. 654 

Next, sequencing reads were compiled per cluster to determine a base call for each 655 

reference position on the panel, taking masked bases into account. Typically, at least two 656 

base calls per position must agree for a base call to be made for a given cluster. After 657 

base calls were made for each cluster, base calls for each amplicon on the panel were 658 

compiled and non-reference calls identified by our custom variant caller, typically set to 659 

call SNVs above two genome equivalent copies present in the original starting sample.  660 

A simpler custom analysis was employed for indels, since Pro-Seq is not typically 661 

required for their detection. Read 1 and Read 2 are merged within each cluster, aligned 662 

with BWA-MEM, and malformed or off-panel clusters are discarded. Primer regions are 663 

then trimmed, and inter-primer regions are grouped based on indels. Potential indels are 664 

then fed to the variant caller which checks for sequencing artifacts against an internal 665 

library, and typically calls valid indels above two genome equivalent copies.  666 

 667 

Molecular Sensitivity and Specificity 668 

Molecular sensitivity was measured by titrating characterized mutant cell line DNA into 669 

wild-type plasma DNA. First, 1% mutant cell line DNA (Multiplex 1 cfDNA Reference 670 

HD778, Horizon Discovery, Cambridge, UK) was measured for mutant content using the 671 

Pro-Seq ten-amplicon panel to verify the manufacturer’s reported allelic frequency as 672 
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shown in S5 Table. Excellent concordance was observed between expected and measured 673 

values for all five panel mutants. Mixtures of 1% cell line DNA and wild-type plasma 674 

DNA (IPLAS – K2 EDTA, Innovative Research, Novi, MI) samples were created with 675 

0.3%, 0.1%, 0.03%, 0.01% and 0.00% average individual allelic frequency. 15,000 676 

genome equivalents were analyzed in each sample, resulting in 45, 15, 4.5, 1.5 and 0 677 

average mutant copies, respectively. Each sample was run in duplicate, for a total of ten 678 

mutants measured per dilution. Mutants were called positive if present at >0.5 genome 679 

equivalent copies. 680 

Detection threshold was measured by creating samples with 1000 genome equivalent 681 

copies of 1% mutant cell line DNA (Multiplex 1 cfDNA Reference HD778, Horizon 682 

Discovery, Cambridge, UK), so that each of the five mutants shown in S5 Table were 683 

nominally present at ten copies each (above the molecular sensitivity limit). Additional 684 

wild-type cell line DNA (Custom cfDNA Reference HD-C328, Horizon Discovery, 685 

Cambridge, UK), with mutants shown in S5 Table specified to be present at 0.00% by the 686 

manufacturer, was added to the 1% cell line DNA to reach the desired mutation 687 

frequencies (S6 Table). Each sample was run in duplicate, for a total of ten mutants 688 

measured per dilution. Wild-type only controls were also run at the highest input mass to 689 

detect any low-level mutant background signal. Measured mutation frequency for each 690 

sample is shown in S6 Table. 691 

Cell line DNA was used in place of plasma-derived cfDNA in these experiments due to 692 

the large DNA mass required to meet the low detection thresholds (~1 μg for each the 693 

0.003% samples).   694 
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Supporting Information 695 

 696 

S1 Fig. Overview of Whole Genome Pro-Seq. In brief, double-stranded DNA is ligated 697 

with unique PEG-linked ‘loop adapters’. The bound priming site on the loop adapter 698 

undergoes a single extension with a strand displacing polymerase to generate a molecular 699 

construct where each construct and Pro-Seq cluster contains representation from each 700 

sense of the starting molecule. After cleanup and quantification, the library is ready to 701 

load on the sequencer. This PCR-free workflow is very rapid and can be performed by a 702 

single technician in less than four hours (less than two hours hands-on time).  703 

 704 
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 705 

S2 Fig. Pro-Seq PCR and sequencing architecture. On average, zero or one DNA 706 

templates were loaded into each droplet, along with other background DNA (DNA that is 707 

not amplified by gene specific primers). Each droplet also contained multiplexed gene 708 

specific primers, and universal linked primers. In this work, between seven and 19 709 

amplicons were multiplexed together.  Each amplicon used two gene specific forward 710 

primers with different linking sequences (pink, grey) to the universal linked primer, 711 

which enabled identification of Pro-Seq clusters on the sequencer, along with a single 712 

gene specific reverse primer. The two different forward gene specific primers per 713 

amplicon created two gene specific amplicon types per target, such that when two linker 714 

primers were used, on average both senses of the starting templates were represented in 715 

50% of the Pro-Seq clusters (as the number of linker primers increases, the fraction of 716 

clusters representing both senses also increases). Universal 5’ PEG-linked primers 717 

containing flow cell adapter sequences (black) extended off the two gene specific 718 

amplicons with a single universal reverse primer that contained the second flow cell 719 

adapter sequence (red). After sufficient cycling, all universal linkers were ‘filled’ to 720 

create the final sequenced product. Not shown is the un-linked reverse complement of the 721 

final product which was digested after emulsion breaking, prior to sequencing. 722 

Sequencing primer locations were as indicated. 723 

 724 
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 725 
S3 Fig. Pro-Seq analysis pipeline. (A) Full analysis overview. SNV and indel detection 726 

were handled separately, after which a combined variant caller identified any non-727 

reference sequences. (B) SNV analysis consisted of alignment, doubly-seeded (DS) 728 

cluster selection, error base masking (to eliminate remaining errors not corrected during 729 

sequencing) and then pileup and variant identification. (C) Indel analysis consisted of 730 

alignment, trimming of known primer sequences and grouping by specific inter-primer 731 

sequences. Inter-primer sequences were piled up, followed by variant identification. 732 

   733 

S4 Table: Covered regions in the Pro-Seq ten-amplicon multiplexed PCR panel. All 734 

ten loci were multiplexed together in a single reaction. 735 

Amplicon Gene Exon Chromosome GRCh38 start 
position 

GRCh38 stop 
position 

1 ALB 12 4 73418216 73418313 

2 BRAF 15 7 140753297 140753396 

3 COG5 12 7 107298099 107298192 

4 EGFR 19 7 55174728 55174812 

5 EGFR 20 7 55181353 55181415 

6 EGFR 21 7 55191768 55191864 

7 KRAS 2 12 25245310 25245395 

8 GNAS 8 20 58909321 58909432 

9 PIK3CA 10 3 179218238 179218343 

10 TP53 8 17 7673781 7673869 

 736 

 737 

S5 Table: Measured vs. expected allelic frequency for the five cell line DNA mutants 738 

that are contained within the ten-amplicon Pro-Seq panel.  739 
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Gene Variant Expected Allelic 

Frequency 

Measured Allelic 

Frequency 

EGFR T790M 1.0% 0.78% 

EGFR L858R 1.0% 0.98% 

KRAS G12D 1.3% 1.1% 

PIK3CA E545K 1.3% 1.1% 

EGFR ΔE746 - A750 1.0% 0.91% 

 740 

 741 

 742 

S6 Table. Expected vs. measured allelic frequency for the five cell line DNA mutants 743 

used in the detection threshold measurements. The second replicate of 0.1% had low 744 

EGFR L858R representation compared to other mutants, but still above one template 745 

copy, and may be due to sampling variation.  746 
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